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This paper deals with homogeneous critical branching populations, where the correlations between 
the numbers of children that sisters beget are stochastic. The paper expounds the asymptotic 
behaviour, both conditionally on non-extinction and without conditioning, of populations counted 
in a general manner. 
branching process * critical * dependence * embedding 
Introduction 
The present paper sets out to prove the asymptotic exponentiality ofnormed critical 
branching populations conditioned on non-extinction, and to describe the behaviour 
of the survival probability of such populations without conditioning. The problem 
dates back to early works of Kolmogorov (1938), also Yaglom (1947) deserves 
special mention. The classical results for Galton-Watson processes were generalized 
to critical Crump-Mode-Jagers branching processes by Green (1977). 
The blueprint for this work is Nerman (1983), the results of which will turn up 
here slightly modified. That reference develops an embedding technique which will 
be employed here. Briefly the idea is to embed a Galton-Watson process in the 
process under study, and then by an invocation of the classical results together with 
some estimates to produce analogous ones for the latter process. 
The branching populations considered here allow for dependencies between 
siblings. 
1. Discrete time 
A quite general population process in discrete time can be introduced in the following 
manner. Let bn( j), for positive integers z tilld j, be an array of integer-valued random 
variables. Define generation counts, as usual, recursively by 
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and 
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z”+~= 2 rl,(j)- 
j=l 
Then z, is adapted to any a-algebra 
which equals 4 if Zi = 0. Thus, z,, is the size of the nth generation, which consists 
of z,+ sibling groups of sizes qn+( l), . . . , ~n_,(zn_l) respectively: we write ~~(0) =0. 
Set 
and put 
k(i, n)=infjk; i l{r),(r)>O}=i 
r=l 1 
= the number of the ith mother in the nth generation. 
Thus the nth generation will consist of z$_~ := Ck-t 1{ qn+( i) > 0) sibsbips of sizes 
q,-l(k(i, n-l)), i = 1,. . . , &. 
Set 
( 
k(i,n)-1 
rln+dkj)= qn+t C q,(t)+j , 
r=l > 
interpreted as the number of children of individual j in sibling group i of generation 
n+l, lGiSzz, le’< -J - &(k(i, n)) if &(k(i, n)) 3 1. 
Different sibling groups are assumed independent conditioned upon what has 
happened up to the previous generation, i.e. for i #j qn( i, . ) and q,( j, l ) are 
independent. Furthermore, assume the conditional individual marginal distributions 
to be equal, and independent of the conditioning. This will be referred to as the 
homogeneity assumption. Thus we consider a @alton- Watson process, generalized 
by allowing dependence between sibling reproductions. 
In order to explore {z,} we first study {Q}, the embedded process of only children, 
here named singletons. Thus so = z. = 1, while s1 may be obtained from the family 
tree by counting all paths starting from the Ancestor that lead up to the birth of an 
only child. Next, s2 equals the sum of similar counts that start at the births counte? 
previously, and so forth. A formal definition follows below. 
The set { q,,( i, j)) suffices to define the singleton process, but it is more convenient 
to make use of the set-up in Jagers (1975). Thus, letting N:= { 1,2,. . .}, No:= {0}, 
Nk the kth Cartesian product of N with itself, define d := UrmO N“, the Ulam-Harris 
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individual space. Assume given a life sample space Q containing the elements W, 
endowed with the a-algebra .s& such that all relevant mappings (like the individual 
reproduction point process, life length and whatever alife should contain informa- 
tion about) are measurable. If, furthermore, we can specify a probability measure 
P on 0’ satisfying the conditions of homogeneity and dependence which are 
inherent in our model, we arrive at the triple (a’, d’, P)- P is a probability measure 
over the outcomes &, x E I} = the collection of all individual ives. As opposed to 
the traditional set-up, it is & generally true in our model that P = P' for some P, 
since siblings may be dependent. 
To define processes initiated by descendants of tl-l+ as_cestor, we need something 
resembling atranslation operator 
Write, from now on throughout this section, for x E I, 
& = the number of children of X, 
n(x):=k ifxEMk 
and finally [xl& for x = (x,, x2,. . . , x,,) is identified with (x,, x2,. . . , x,,_&), if k < n 
and put [x]” := 0. 
The following defines ets M& containing singletons preceded by exactly k ances- 
tors including 0, who also are only children: 
Let MO := (0) and then x E M,, if and only if #{k > 0; & = 1) = n and tlXll = 1. 
The assignment s& := #M& now seems thoroughly justified. Since singletons of the 
same (singleton) generation initiate independent daughter processes, the methods 
in Neveu (1986), Chauvin (1986) or Jagers (1987) can be modified to prove that the 
s& sequence as a matter of fact constitutes a Galton-Watson process. From branching 
process theory its asymptotic behaviour is well-known, cf. e.g. Athreya and Ney 
(1972) or Jagers (1975). 
Now write z&(i) := z& 0 Si = the size of the kth generation as counted with the ith 
child of the ancestor taken as new ancestor. 
Similarly, s&(i) := Sk ’ Si* 
If (2,) is critical, then so is {Sk}: 
With qo:= eo( 1) and p& := P[ q. = k] the representation 
s1= l{qo= 1}+ c” Sl(i)l{7@ 1) 
i=2 
(1) 
yields that, for c > 1 ( A for minimum), 
E[vc]~p,+E c” s,(i)~c;q~>l =P~+,;~E c” SAj) A c; ~0 = i 
i==l 1 j==l 1 
= IPI+ c ip&[s, A c], 
is-2 
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because the sl( j) have identical distributions. Then, since Cisz ipi = 1 -pt , 
as, A a=p1+(1 -Plwh A cl, 
implying E[s, A C] s 1, provided p1 > 0, whence E[sl] s 1. Taking the expeciation 
of (1) yields that E[q] = 1. 
Remark. By putting s:= E [ s,] and m := c kaO kpk, and using the representation above 
a formal calculation gives 
s=p,+(m-p,)s. 
Thus s must be infinity for m -pl 2 1, meaning that the singletons become too 
numerous to have an expected generation size. 
Various limit results for {z,} follow from the connection between (2,) and {sk}. For 
the sake of notational convenience, make the following assignments: 
u2 := Var[ q], 
f(k) := CovCM, 9, q&j) I ho= WI, i#j,i,jd,k=2,3 ,..., 
p:=P[q=l] 
and 
c:=C k(k-l)pkf(k)/c’. 
Throughout we make the assumption: 
Al.a’<~, CCOO, and O<p<l. 
Remark. Of course, there are limitations on the values that f(k) can take, due to 
the inequalities 
02~Cov[q,(l, l), ql(l,2)(B,]=B[r),(l, 1)~1(1,2)(B,]-1~-min{02, l}, 
valid on {qo32}. 
Let us begin by exploring the covariances of {sk}. Then the corresponding result 
for { zn) follows analogously. 
CovlM), Sk(j) I41 
= Wovh (0, Sk(j) I Bzl I&l +CofWMi) I B21, EMJ’) I Bzl I41 
Because of criticality E[ sk (i) ] B2] = ql( 1, i). Furthermore, since sibships are 
independent Cov[s,( i!j s~( j) ] B2] = 0 for i #j. Thus the decomposition simplifies to 
CovMl, i), M,j) I 
if rioa m&&j} and i # jd 
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The following relation will prove useful later on. 
Hrlo(po-1); rlo’~l=~Erlo~~o-~~1=~~~~l-~=~2= 
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(2) 
On to the variances of sk and 2, ; 
Lemma 1. Var[ Sk] = ka”(1 + c)/p and Var[ 2,] = na2( 1 + c). 
Proof. We will begin by proving that Var[ s,] = 02( 1 + c)/p. Since {s,)} is a Galton- 
Watson process Theorem 2.2.2 in Jagers (1975) yields Var[ s,] - nc2( 1 + e)/p. 
VarbJ = EIYarbI I &II +WElh I411, 
which using (1) can be written as 
ECVar[s,(l) Im 70 = 11 
+ E 2 2 Covbdi!, dj>i 41; TO> 1 +varhol, 
i=lj=l 1 
and bearing in mind Al, the truism so( 1) = 1 on {q. = 1) and (2) this equals 
ECrlo CovM0, s,(l) I&l + ~obIo- 1) covlMo, s,(2) I41; 
qo> 1]+a2= (1 -p) Var[sl]+a2c+a2. 
Thus Var[s,] = a’( 1 + c)/p, assuming it to be finite, which indeed it is: Choose some 
v > 1 and apply the same truncation technique as before to bound E [(sl A v)~] by 
P+E[(~~s*(~)Ay)2;IJo>l] 
sp+(l -P)EC(h A 421+a~ho(rlo- ~h(0~d2)1~111 
=p+(l -P)EI( Sl A v)2] + cr2( 1+ c). 
Solving for E [( s1 A v)~], it is found not to exceed a’( 1 + c)/p + 1. Then proceed as 
above. 
A recursion formula easily produced by the variance decomposition above applied 
to 2, proves Var[z*] = na2( 1 + c): 
2 z”_l(i)lBl]] 
i=l 
= a2+ E 2 Var[z,,_,(i)l *]+ T C Cov[z,_,(i), zn-,(j)l SJ . 
i=l i=l j#i 1 
Observe that 
CovlkAi), zAjW41 =h0) 
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to find 
Var[2,] = a*(1 + c)+Var[z,_,]. 
A truncation argument proves the finiteness of Var[z,]. 
Remark. Noting that the s, singletons in the nth embedded generation are spread 
out among the generations of the original process, one would expect Var[s,] > 
Var[ zn]. 
Classical theory provides the following important result orginally proved in 
Yaglom (1947); see Theorem 2.4.2 in Jagers (1975). 
Theorem 1. (a) lim,,, nP[s, > 0] = 2p&*(l+ c)); 
(b) lim,,, E[s,,ln~s,>O]=a*{(l+c))/2p; 
(c) lim,,, P[s,ln s u 1 s, > 0] = 1 -exp[-2pul(a*(l+ c)}]. 
Since z, and sInpI have the same mean and roughly the same variance it seems 
that they ought to be close to one another. This hunch leads us to investigate 
c(n, k) := Cov[z,,, sJ. 
Consequently c( n, k) = 0 for n = 0 or k = 0, and for n, k 2 1: 
4% k) = CoWhI I &I, Et% I &II + W~V[z,, Sk I &II 
=cT*+E[COV[Z,,S~~B~]; ~o=l]+EICov[z,,s~!&]; qo>‘l 
=o*+pc(n-l,k-l)+E[rl,Cov[z,_,(l),s~(l)~Blf 
+ 3o(rlo- 1) CovLi-I(l), SkW 41; rlo’ 11. 
Now, finally note 
Cofk- Al), ~~(2) I&l = Wo~[~,-dl), h(2) iB21 I41 
+covEm”-Iw I8219 EMa I ~*ll~*l 
= cM3,0,1), no, 2)1&l =fho) 
and (2) to realize that 
c(n, k) = c*+pc(n - 1, k-1)+(1-p)c(n-1, k)+a*c 
=o*(l+c)+?c(n-1, k-l)+(l-p)c(n-1, k). (3) 
The expression above constitutes a partial difference equation with the natural 
boundary conditions c(0, j) = c( i, 0) = 0. These conditions imply the uniqueness of 
the solution - the rows c( i, l ) can be calculated successively. 
As Nerman has pointed out, one may write (3) as 
c(n, k)=a’(i+c)l{n~l, kal}+ c(n - u, k - v)Q(du x dv) (4) 
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where Q puts mass q:= l-p at (1,0) and p at (1,l). Write f(n, k) and c**Q(n, k) 
( ** stands for two dimensional convoiution) respectively for the two terms in the 
right member of (4). Two dimensional renewal theory gives the solution 
c(n, k) =f ** i Q**m(n, k)+ 
m=O 
Q**” the measure that puts unit mass at the origen, of (4). Some pondering will 
explain why Q**“({x, y}) = l{re = ~~(~)pyq”-y, y s n. cipw now give the explicit 
form of the solution. Let F,(X) be the binomial distribution function with parameters 
~yt and p. Interpret F. as 1. 
Lemma 2. 17te covariance c( n, k) satisJies 
c(n, k)=a*(l+c) nf1 Fm(k-1) 
m=O 
iSi 
the right member satisfying both (3) and c( i, 0) = c(0, j) = 0. 
Proof. For those who are not too keen on two dimensional renewal theory there is 
an elementary argument. Denote the right member of (5) by c*(n, k). First observe 
that c*(n, k) satifies the boundary condition ~“(0, k) = c*(n, 0) = 0, if we adopt the 
usual convention C ,Lo = 0. 
Now, take any (n, k) 2 (1,l) and assume that c*( n’, k’) solves (3) for all (n’, k’) s 
(n, k) but not equal to (H, rC). It suflices to show that so does c*(n, k). But this 
follows from 
~*(l+C)+p 0*(14-c) nf2 Fm(k-2) o*(I+C) ‘i* Fm(k-1) 
m=O m=O 
=u*(~+c) l+ ni2 (pF,(k_2)+qFm(k-1) 
m=O 
=a*(l+c) l+ ‘i* F,+,(k-1) 
m=O 
}=u*(l+c){lc; F.(k-l)}. 
The third member followed from the equality (j!2) + (j?l) = (‘$‘). 
The values of c* can be calculated row by row. From the uniqueness of the 
solution of (3) we infer that c(n, k) = c*( n, k). This ends the proof. 
Proceed by proving that the correlation between z, and s[npl approaches one: 
Lemma 3. COm[zn, s[nPJ = c(n, [np])lJna’(l +c)[np]a’(l +c)/p++ 1 as n+W. 
. For all M and kna*<l + c) 2 c( n, k). 
no*(l+c)+o(n), 8s ++43. 
enominator above behaves as 
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Since c(n, k) = a*(1 + C) xi20 F,(k-1), Clearly c(n,k)snlr*(l+c). It suffices 
to show that 
n-1 
c F,(bJd-O/n+1 as n+W. 
m=O 
Fix an E > 0. The Law of Large Numbers implies that 
~[“(1-e,](bPl- 1) + 1 as n-,oCL 
The terms F,([ np] - 1) decrease when nr grows and are bounded by one. Hence 
for n large 
12 *f’ F,([np]-l)/nP’“(~‘)‘F,([np]-1)/n 
m=O m=O 
The last member tends to (1 - E) as n increases, and this together with the arbitrari- 
ness of E yields the assertion. 
We are approaching the time of harvest, but first two lemmata. 
For X, y E I, x 6 y means that there exists an i such that [ y]i = X. Furthermore, if 
F s I and G s 1, then F s G has the interpretation that x s y whenever x E F, y E G 
and one individual stems from the other. 
Lemma4. For lam<n, 
P[ 2, > 0, Sm = 01~ F,(m - 1). 
PrOOf* P[ 2” > 0, Sm = 0] s E[ Z* ; Sm = 01. Obviously the right hand side is dominated 
by the expected number of descendants in the nth generation of all only children, 
that have no more than m only children among their ancestors. 
Write z; for the generation counts that omit all singletons and their descendants 
(except O!). The bound is then, assigning z& the value 1, 
m-l n 
= C C E[#Mk n N’E[&_i]]. 
k=O i=k 
Since E[zi] = q and (2:) is a new branching process the bound equals. 
m-l n 
z c E[#M,n f’?]f-‘. 
k=O i=k 
Denote 
Ao:={xd; osxc 
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and then 
and observe that, for k 3 1, 
E[#Mkn Ni+l]=pE[fAk-ln N’]. 
Moreover, the latter expectation satisfies the partial difference quation 
E[#A,n Ni]=pE[#Ak-ln N’-‘]+qE[#Akn N’-‘1, 
with the boundary conditions, writing g( i, k) for E[#Ak n N’], 
g( i, 0) = qi for i 3 0 and g(0, k) = 0 whenevei _ exceeds zero. 
This equation has the unique solution g( i, k) = ( :)pkqisk; the values can be calculated 
row by row. 
Thus E[# Mk n N’] = (iZ;)pkqiDk. 
Inserting this into (6) we obtain 
the last equality from xyck (:I:) = (i). 
Hence the statement of the lemma. 
Lemma 5. n(P[z,>O]-P[~~“~~>0])-+0 as n-,00. 
Proof. As before, k:= [ np]. 
First consider 
This probability has the bound, for any E > 0, 
nP[o < sk < n&] =k nP[sk > ne, zn = 01, 
where the first term, written as nP[O< Sk > n E 1 u”~ > 0] P[ Sk > 01, clearly tends to 
(I- exp(-he})Ap*, for A = 2/{0*( I + c)}, according to Theorem 1, and the second 
one is dominated by 
Invoke l+Iarkov’s inequality to find the bound 
Cb *(].~C)~np~~*(I~C)-2Cov~Sk,z~]fnl/&*, 
which, as is seen from emma 3, vanishes E.. s A,+ a *m *I- limit. Consequently, so does (‘7) 
by the arbitrariness of E. 
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The proof will proceed by showing that also nP[z, > 0, & = 0] tends to zero. Put 
k’:=[np(l-&)I, O<E<~. As above 
nP[ z, > 0, Sk = 0] s nP[ { Sk = O}\{ Sk’ = 0}] + nP[ 2, > 0, Sk’ = 01. 
The first term on the right hand side has limit superior equal to &u2( 1+ c)/[ p”( 1 - g)]. 
Then, invoking Lemma 4: 
nP[z, > 0, sk’ = 0] s nF,( k’). 
By Bernstein’s improvement of Chebyshev’s inequality, e.g. Renyi (1970), Fn( k’) 
converges to zero with exponential speed. 
The convergence in the hypothesis of the lemma is now established. 
Two corollaries present themselves readily. 
Corollary 1. E[(zn - s&21/n + 0 as n + 00. 
Proof. Calculate Var[z,, - sInPl] and use Lemma 3. 
Corollary 2. E[(z,/n-sI,l/n)21sI,l>0~0 as n+m. 
Proof. Recall Theorem 1 (a) to realize that 
E[(zJn -qnp~/d21qnp~W~ E[k -~~~~~~*/~l/~~C~~,~~~l-*~. 
Next we want to show that {z,,/ n 1 z,, > 0) displays the same asymptotics as 
{z,ln I S[np] > 0). The time has come to formulate. 
Theorem 2. (a) lim,,, nP[z, > 0] = 2/(02(1 + c)}; 
(b) lim,,,, E[zJnIz,,>0]=02(1+c)/2; 
(c) limn+ao P[z,ln G u 12, > 0] = 1 - exp[-2u/{a2( 1+ c)}]. 
Proof. (a) Immediate from Theorem 1 (a) and Lemma 5. 
(b), (c) Recall that k = [np]. 
E[(z&-sk/n)21z~>O] 
s E[(z,/n-skln)2](nP[sk~O]fn(P[z,>O]-P[sk>O])}-1~O, 
as n + 00, according to Corollaries 1,2 and Lemma 4. Finally invoke Theorem l(b), 
(c): 
lim P[zJ n 6 u 1 Z, > 0] = lim P[sJ k s nv/ k ! zn > 0] 
n-m3 n+m 
= lim 1 -exp[-2nupl(ku2(1 + c)}] 
n-woo 
= 1 - exg[--2ul(02( I + c))]. 
That ties up the discrete time case. 
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2. Continuous time 
The setting of continuous time allows a more complex dependence structure such 
that not only sibship size but also the siblings’ birthtimes may influence the covari- 
antes The notation introduced in the previous Section has to be modified and 
enriched. In this Section we need the reproduction point process [: a + N(W+), the 
set of counting measures on the positive real axis, 
Z; = The reproduction point process pertaining to X. Consequently &(A), A s R,, 
is the number of children born to X, while of age in A. 
Let us make the convention that if x = ( il,. . . , ik) E Nk and y = (jl, . . . , jn) E N”, 
then xy means (i*, . . . , ik, j, , . . . , j,). 
The set (&, x E I} determines birth times for i E N 
uxi := inf{ t; &[O, d - &J 3 i) = the birth time of individual xi. 
Moreover, let 
PO) := mm 41, 
i.e. the expected reproduction measure. 
Assume attached to each individual a stochastic 
x:O’+{x(a),adR}; 
x0(a) = the score of 0 at age a; 
Furthermore take x to be 
The following entity then 
non-negative 
measures the 
process 
and vanishing for 
whole population 
negative age arguments. 
zf:= c Xx(?-ax), ?EW, 
xcf 
for more details see Jagers and Nerman (1984). 
However, there is an equivalent way of measuring the population at time t. First 
we consider pseudo individuals omewhat in the sense of Doney (1976), cf. Taib 
(1987). Put 
Ok= I\{ y E I; y 2 MJ, 
x’:= (x x I)\{xy E I; xy 2 M,,,} for x E Mk. 
1~1 words 0’ consists of the descendants of 0 that are not singletons and such that 
they do not stem from any singleton other than the Ancestor. 
With M := U Mk, obviously UxaM x’ = I. If we put 
then a resummation argument proves 
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where ai simply equals a,. Verbally, each individual contribution xX( t - a,) to zf 
is accounted for by the characteristic x& when x E y’. 
We have constructed pseudo individuals with lives o: := {my, yE x’} for x E M. 
The appearance of a singleton marks the birth of a new pseudo individual and the 
start of an identically distributed pseudo process. By renumbering the pseudo 
individuals according to descent in the new process, this becomes a well-defined 
Crump-Mode-Jagers branching process, see Jagers (1987) to get an idea of how a 
strict proof of this fact goes. Write 5’ for the new reproduction measure, and take 
the expectation ofit to obtain the intensity of the first singleton generation birthtimes 
where pl( t) := E[e[O, t]; e(W+) = 11. 
Naturally, we can embed a singleton process {Sk} similar to the one of Section 1 
in our real time process. The more complex covariance structure does not change 
the expectation E [sJ, which obviously equals $(oo) = 1, so also the new process 
is critical. The variance, however, is affected: using variance _&omposition, con- 
ditioning on the point process &, and (1) we get 
(Note that Cov[s,( i), sl( j) I &J = CoV[4(m), k(a) I &I.) Denote the third term by 
cVar[&], where c need not equal its counterpart in Section 1, because of the more 
complex dependence of conditional covariances on the whole point process o, e.g. 
birth order could matter. Hence 
Var[s,] = u*+ (1 -p) Var[sl]+ cVar[s,], 
and reasoning as in Section I, we finally obtain 
var[s,] = a’( 1 + c)/p. 
The main result of this section will follow from Theorem 6 in Nerman (1983). 
Alternatively, we could have used the slightly less general Theorem 2 in Green 
(1977). Conk & L i -&r a critical non-lattice homogeneous Malthusian branching popula- 
tion with finite reproduction variance 
U* := Var[ e[O, 00)] < 00. 
Furthermore, set 
P := lorn ww, 
which by althusianess i  finite. 
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Theorem 3. Suppose that lim,,, t*( 1 - p ( t)) = 0, and consider aD-valued characteris- 
tic x such that E [x] is continuous a.e. and 
co 
c sup E[xWl<~. 
?I=0 n~acn+l 
If also x vanishes outside a stochastic interval [0, T] with limt,, t’P[ T> t] = 0, then 
zf/ t, given (zf/ t, given izf: 0), in exponentially distributed with parameter 
asymptotically as t + 00, and 
tP[zf > O] + 2pl(a2(1+ c)}. 
Remark. There are two possible variants of the theme of the theorem. One can 
describe the asymptotics of ratios of population counts. Alternatively, one can 
substitute the support condition by the life span condition t”P[ h > t] + 0 (A the 
stochastic life span), replacing also condition {z’: > 0) by non-extinction of the living 
population, and still get asymptotic exponcntiality as above, cf. Nerman (1983). 
Proof. Let us study zf’ in order to capture the asymptotics of zf. The assertion will 
follow immediately from Theorem 6 in Nerman (1983), if the conditions in the 
hypothesis are also satisfied by the singleton process. We will begin by treating the 
most difficult condition. 
0 1 i im r-00 t*( 1 - fi( t)) = 0 implies lim,,, t*( 1 -p’(t)) = 0. This was proved by 
T. Lindvall (personal communication) in the following concise way: Let p := ~&R+) 
and let vl, v2 be the probability measures &p, (p - p,)/( 1 - p) respectively. Thus 
we have p = pvl + (1 - p) v2 and observe that 
lim t*( 1 - v,(t)) = lim t*( 1 - v2( t)) = 0. 
t+m r-PO0 
Now 
and 
p’=pT i (p-pl)*k=(Pv,)* f (l-p)kv:k= VT ; p(l -p)&vik 
k=O k=O k=O 
$[f,oo)S v,[t/2,oo)+ i p(l-p)kv:k 
> 
W2,4. 
k=O 
Obviously 
t2v,[ t/2,00) + 0 
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and furthermore, replacing t/2 by t, 
t2 C p( 1 -p)kv;k[ t, m) s t2 C p( I--.- dkkv&/k, 00) 
k=l k=l 
= kf, UlW%CtlS 4k3p(l -plk 
=: 
= f f(tlk)k3p(l -p>” 
k-l 
where f(s) = s2 v2[ s, 00). But f(s) + 0 as s + 00, which means that f is bounded. 
Applying the Dominated Convergence Theorem we see that the sum tends to zero 
as t+m. 
(ii) If tl-e Q igiaal process is Malthusian, then so is the singleton process. To see 
that it suffices to observe 
I 
00 
P’;= t&(dt) = @ jp <a. 
0
(iii) Var[t’(oo)] = a’( 1 + c)lp 
(iv) If x is D-valued then so is x’. Furthermore, assuming E [x] continuous a.e. 
grants E[x’] = E[x]*v’, where v’= C;Peo (cl -pi)*“, with the same property. 
(v) By virtue of Proposition 9.2.6(d) in Cinlar (1975) 
00 
c SUP ElxWl c 00 
n=O n==a<n+l 
implies 
(vi) Let T’ be the support for x’, and ‘T’.‘. the support for xx. Then 
t2P[T’> t]s t”E C PIT,> t-a,] = t2P[T> l ]*v’(t). 1 
Finally a domination argument makes evident hat the last member converges to 
zero as t grows to infinity. 
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